
Anyone working in housing will be aware that tenants occupy 

residential property under a bewildering variety of agreements, with 

differing statutory and contractual rights depending on the type of 

landlord, the tenant’s needs, the date the tenancy commenced and 

the purpose of the accommodation. This edition of IT’S THE LAW 

looks at some of the more common types of short term and periodic 

tenancies.

  

Tenancy or Licence

No discussion on tenure would be complete without a brief 

examination of the fundamental differences between a tenancy and 

a licence.  

A tenancy is an agreement that gives the tenant the right to occupy 

a property. It is what is known as an ‘interest in land’. A licence is 

only a permission to occupy or use a property – no interest in land is 

created. It’s just a contractual arrangement.

For a residential arrangement to amount to a tenancy (rather than a 

licence), three elements are essential:

• Firstly, there must be certainty of term: That might be a fixed 

term of, say, two years. Or it could be periodic, with each period 

being a set period of, say, a week or a month.

• Secondly, rent needs to be payable.

• Thirdly, and most importantly, the tenant must have what’s called 

‘exclusive possession’ of the property. That is that they have the 

right to lock the door to their home and refuse to let others in, 

including the landlord.  

Important to note is the fact that whether an arrangement is described 

by the parties as a licence or a tenancy has no bearing on whether it 

is a licence or tenancy. If the three elements above are there then it 

will be a tenancy, whether you like it or not.   

Common examples of the use of licences in social housing include: -

• tenants in supported accommodation who may need to be 

moved quickly;

• decant accommodation where repairs are being carried out in 

the primary residence; and

• care homes or almshouse accommodation.

The majority of social housing residents will hold a tenancy agreement, 

rather than a licence. Their rights will depend primarily on whether 

they are a Council tenant or a Housing Association tenant and when 

their tenancy was granted.  

Common Protection

Almost all residential occupiers, with only a few exceptions, benefit 

from the provisions of the Protection from Eviction Act 1977. That Act 

makes it a criminal offence for a landlord to harass or unlawfully evict 

someone and it stipulates that a Notice to Quit must be served and a 

possession order obtained and enforced via court proceedings before 

the landlord can regain possession. These rules apply regardless of 

whether the occupier is occupying under a licence or a tenancy. And 

they apply regardless of what the parties have, between themselves, 

agreed and signed up to. The exceptions (where these rules don’t 

apply) include very temporary hostel or hotel accommodation. Those 

properties are let out on what are known as excluded licences.   

Local Authority Tenancies

Before 1980, Council tenants had contractual tenancies subject to 

rights being imposed or withdrawn by various Governments. The 

Housing Act 1980 introduced us to the Right to Buy and also, for 

the first time, the concept of secure tenancies. However, it was The 

Housing Act 1985 that brought into force the secure tenancy as 

we know it today. These tenancies are periodic and so long as the 

tenant occupies and there is no ground for possession it will operate 
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as a “tenancy for life”. The 1985 Act introduced a number of statutory 

rights for all such tenants, in addition to their contractual rights.  

These statutory rights include succession rights – meaning that 

tenancies could be passed on to spouses or family members after 

the original tenant had died. The Act also limited the basis under 

which the authority could seek possession down to a small number 

of grounds such as breach of tenancy, rent arrears, tenant waste and 

so on. To end a secure tenancy, the landlord would need to show 

that one of the grounds for possession under ‘Schedule 2’ applies or 

that the tenant had lost security of tenure by no longer occupying the 

property as their only or principal home.

The Council will offer non-secure tenancies where they’re not certain 

that they want the tenancy to be permanent, for example where the 

Council have accepted a duty to re-house under the homelessness 

provisions at Part VII of the Housing Act 1996. These tenancies can 

be terminated via Notice to Quit and court proceedings if the tenant 

breaches the tenancy or if the Council decides they do not have a 

duty to re-house them permanently.

Secure tenancies were the default tenancy offered to general needs 

tenants for nearly 3 decades. However, the shortage of social housing 

and a change of Government in 2010 meant that the concept of 

lifetime tenancies came into question. The Government’s answer to 

this was the introduction of flexible tenancies in the Localism Act 

2011. These give Councils the power to grant tenancies for a fixed 

term (normally between 2-5 years).

Take up by Councils was limited and by 2014/2015 only 15% of 

tenancies granted were flexible tenancies. As part of the Government’s 

localism agenda (the one where they force local authorities to do what 

the Government wants), the Housing & Planning Act 2016 will require 

that all new Council tenancies will be flexible tenancies for 5 years. 

“Old style” secure tenancies should only be offered in exceptional 

circumstances. This part of the Act is expected to come into force 

late 2017.  

Housing Association Tenancies

Secure tenancies were originally granted by both Councils and 

Housing Associations. However, this changed when the Housing Act 

1988 was brought into force. From January 1989 onwards, all new 

tenancies granted by Housing Associations have been either assured 

tenancies or assured shorthold tenancies.

Assured tenancies are similar to secure tenancies, in that they offer 

high security of tenure and effectively operate as a tenancy for life.  

Assured tenants may benefit from rights such as the Right to Acquire 

(which mirrors the Right to Buy) and are granted limited succession 

rights. Although the statutory succession rights for assured tenants 

are not as extensive as those for secure tenants, the Housing 

Corporation made it clear that it expected Housing Associations to 

mirror those statutory obligations in their tenancy agreements by 

adding additional contractual rights. Many tenants still occupy with 

the benefit to these enhanced rights.

Assured shorthold tenancies on the other hand allow landlords 

to terminate the tenancy on a no-fault basis (and without proving 

breach) simply by serving what is commonly known as a s21 Notice. 

Provided the Notice was served correctly then Courts, in theory, 

have no discretion and have to grant a possession order. In practice, 

possession claims for these tenants are subject to defences relying 

on Equality Act 2010 grounds or proportionality arguments under the 

Human Rights Act 1998.

Prior to the Localism Act 2011 coming into force, the guidance for 

Housing Associations under the Tenancy Standard was that assured 

periodic tenancies should not be granted to general needs tenants 

unless there were exceptional circumstances. The current position 

is that general needs tenants should be granted either a periodic 

assured tenancy, a tenancy for a minimum fixed term of five years, or 

exceptionally, a tenancy for a minimum fixed term of no less than two 

years. Accordingly, many Housing Associations are now offering fixed 

term (assured shorthold) tenancies for 5 years rather than assured 

tenancies.

Other Common Tenancy Types

The Housing Act 1996 enabled Councils to use introductory 

tenancies. These were mirrored by the use of periodic assured 

shorthold tenancies to operate as starter tenancies for Housing 

Associations. Both types give tenants a probationary period of 12 

months (which can be extended to 18 months) during which the 

tenancy can be terminated if the tenant proved unable to comply 

with their tenancy. After the probationary period the tenancy will either 

automatically convert to a secure or assured tenancy or convert upon 

service of a notice, and the rights of the landlord to serve a no fault 

notice will fall away.  

Demoted tenancies were also brought in under the 1996 Act, giving 

social landlords the power to apply to demote secure or assured 

tenancies in cases of anti-social behaviour. If the Court approves 

that application, then the security of tenure for that tenancy falls 

away for 12 months. If the resident continues to cause anti-social 

behaviour during the demotion period then it is open to the landlord 

to end the tenancy with the appropriate notice. Conversely, if the 

tenant manages to comply with their tenancy for that period then the 

tenancy will convert back to full assured or secure status after the 

expiry of the demotion period.

The Last word

This is not an exhaustive list of tenancy types used by social landlords, 

just the most common. And always be aware that what is written at the 

top of a tenancy agreement or licence may not accurately describe 

the true relationship between the parties. If in doubt, always consult a 

lawyer (hopefully us) as the type of tenure has crucial implications for 

your rights and obligations as a landlord.

The tiny print

This is one of a series of leaflets published by Devonshires’ Real 
Estate & Projects Department aimed at our property owning clients. 
No action should be taken on the matters covered by this leaflet 
without taking specific legal advice. 
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